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Having grown up during the
times of Elvis Presley and
Jerry Lee Lewis, I was very

familiar with the term “Shake, Rattle
and Roll” as it applied to the music of
the day. However as those were also
my formative years in the sport of
archery that term had a double
meaning for me. 

The bows I cut my teeth on fifty
years ago had enough hand shock
and vibration to shake the fillings in
my teeth loose not to mention the
distinctive “twang” that seemed to
resonate for minutes after the shot
was fired. 

During those early years archers
began to recognize that adding
physical weight to the bow increased
stability, consistency and accuracy.
One of the early attempts at bow sta-
bilization was the hollowing out of
the then common wooden bow ris-
ers and filling the voids with lead.
One manufacturer even inserted
mercury filled vials into the riser to
add the desired weight. This was fol-
lowed by the addition of external
add-on stabilizers which consisted
of weights mounted on extended
rods. Quickly the rods increased in
length and more weight was added
in an attempt to balance the bow
and reduce torque hoping to make
the bow more stable and increase

accuracy. Archers were on the road
to understanding the importance of
controlling induced torque and
vibrations as well as achieving prop-
er bow balance, but it would be a
long road.

Over the past 50 years much has
changed in the manufacturing of
bows and many of today’s top-line
bows are designed from the ground
up with the expressed intent of elim-
inating vibration, shock and the
associated noise. Even mid-priced
and economical models are far supe-
rior in this respect to bows manufac-
tured a few short years ago, due to
improvements in bow design and
advancements in technology and
materials.

The original logic behind bow
stabilizers when heavier and longer
was assumed to be better has
changed drastically with the focus
now being more on proper bow bal-
ance and vibration and noise reduc-
tion. With plenty of add-on acces-
sories to accomplish these goals the
shooter has unlimited choices when
it comes to further customizing and
fine tuning their bows. This gives the
dealer who understands how and
why this technology is important a
great opportunity to increase add-on
sales. 

BOW BALANCE and WEIGHT
Balance is defined in the dictio-

nary as: to bring into harmony by
being equal in weight, number or
proportion. We all use balance
everyday without even thinking
about it. Try to carry a 5 gallon buck-
et of water and you will find yourself
leaning to one side to compensate
for the load. Divide that same 5 gal-
lons into two smaller buckets so one
rests in each hand and you will find
the load easier to carry with less
strain placed on your body. Balance
is the key and that same logic applies
to shooting a bow. Ideally a bow with
all of the associated accessories
mounted such as an arrow filled
quiver, sight and stabilizer should be
balanced in the hand, especially
right to left. An unbalanced bow
requires the shooter to apply unnat-
ural forces to the handgrip to keep
the bow in the proper position when
the bow is drawn and held prior to
the shot. These forces translate into
torque when the string is released
which directly affects the shot. A bow

The StringTamer by Norway Industries is designed to stop the forward motion of the
string at the brace height allowing for a smoother, quieter shot with increased consisten-
cy and accuracy. The StringTamer is offered in several different mounting configurations
allowing it to fit most of today’s popular bows. The model shown here mounts into the
rear mounting hole on the Mathews bows and incorporates a Mathews Harmonic
Damper. The StringTamer family is growing and a front mounted StringTamer will soon
be available.

The Thunderblox limb damper by New
Archery Products contains specially
designed vibration dampening chambers
that effectively capture and kill vibration
and vibration related noise. Thunderblox
are available for both solid and split-
limbed bows.
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that is properly balanced reduces the
need for the shooter to apply any
unnatural forces to the bow to keep
it in the proper position. This in turn
means reduced torque in the shot
resulting in greater consistency and
improved accuracy.

When we talk about consistency,
physical weight also becomes a con-
sideration. As a general rule the
heavier a bow is physically the more
consistent it will shoot simply

because it is more resistant to out-
side pressures and influences. Think
for a moment about a bench rest
rifle. It is heavy and solid. Slight dif-
ferences in the pressures applied to
the stock during the shot have little
or no effect. While the same logic
applies to shooting a bow the prob-
lem is slightly different. An archer
holds the bow in one hand with his
arm fully extended from his body
meaning that the weight that can be
supported is limited by the strength
of the shooter. Although today’s
bowhunter wants his hunting bow to
be accurate he also wants it to be as
light as possible for easy toting, mak-
ing it necessary to compromise in
regards to total bow weight while
achieving proper bow balance.
Therefore bow balance should be the
first consideration with only enough
weight added to suit the individual
taste of the shooter.

Most stabilizers are designed to
be mounted in line with the center of
the bow and are intended to reduce
torque and help balance the bow in a
plane that runs through the bow and
the archer or forward and back.
However single plane stabilizers do
not compensate for the out of bal-
ance condition caused by sights,
rests and quivers that are mounted
on one side of the bow. Some excit-
ing new devices are now on the mar-
ket that help correct these off center
conditions and bring the bow into
the desired balance in all planes. 

NOISE and VIBRATION
Noise is a major consideration

for bowhunters and noise is directly
related to vibration. Reduce vibra-
tion and you reduce noise. Reducing
vibration also makes the shot
smoother and minimizes bow move-
ment as well. Remember once the

The name Doinker is synonymous with vibration and noise reduction. The brand offers
a wide variety of vibration dampening accessories and stabilizers for both hunting and
target. The Doinker 10 inch Multi-Rod Hunter Plus stabilizer, shown here, is a high tech
hunting stabilizer in a small compact package. Multi-Rod stabilizers come in three sizes,
a 5 inch 6.5 ounce model, a 7 inch 6.9 ounce model and the 10 inch that weighs in at 7.2
ounces. All of the Multi-Rods offer camo wraps so the customer can match the stabilizer
to his preferred camo pattern.

The Bandit by Saunders Archery is 1-5/8
inches high and can be used as either a
stabilizer add-on or as a damper for a bow
riser. The Bandit contains six individual
weights that can produce a total stabilizer
weight of between 1.03 and 1.78 ounces
depending upon how many are used.
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LimbSaver offers all the necessary vibration dampers in
one convenient package for crossbows. The crossbow kit
contains two LimbSaver limb dampers, two String Leeches
and a damper for the bolt hold down spring. This kit
makes an easy add-on sale for the dealer with his cross-
bow customers.

The ShockStop series of
Stabilizers from Trophy Ridge
combines weight for stabiliza-
tion and balance with vibration
reduction. The stabilizers solid
core is covered with an outer
rubber compound to absorb
shock and vibration. The deluxe
model shown here incorporates
a knuckle into the mount that
allows the stabilizer to be folded
against the bows riser for ease
of transportation and storage.
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string is released the bow is con-
trolled by only one hand which
should have a loose grip to minimize
induced torque. That means that the
steadier the bow stays after the
string is released and before the
nock leaves the string the more con-
sistent and more accurate the shot.

The amount of vibration, and
consequently noise, that a bow pro-
duces is directly related to its design
and to the accessories that are
mounted on the bow. In order to best
understand how to eliminate vibra-
tion it helps to first understand what
causes it. Every object has a natural
inherent vibration or frequency rate
that is based on the characteristics of
the material from which it is made. If
you placed a flat piece of spring steel
and piece of rubber in a vise and hit
them both with a hammer the spring
steel would vibrate and hum while
the rubber would simply go “thud.”
The natural tendency of the steel is
to vibrate while the natural tendency
of the rubber is to return to its nor-
mal at rest condition as quickly as
possible. The result is a distinctive
difference in sound and vibration
between the two materials. While
that is not a very scientific explana-
tion and one that I think would make
my college engineering professor
cringe, I am sure you get the idea.

Although we often talk about a
bow being noisy we must look at not
only the bow but the accessories
added to the bow as well.
Accessories can play a major role
when it comes to vibration and
noise. Because the bow and the indi-
vidual accessories each have their
own independent natural frequency
they tend to magnify each other
compounding the vibration and
noise problem. The vibration picked
up from the bow by the accessories
causes the accessory to vibrate and
that vibration is fed back into the
bow which again returns it to the
accessory helping keep the vibration
cycle alive, creating more noise for a
longer period of time. If the condi-
tions were bad enough the shooter
could wind up looking like Wiley
Coyote after he ran into a brick wall
in one of those Road Runner car-
toons.

Think for a
moment about the
shocks on your
automobile. If your
car had no shocks
and the chassis was
mounted directly to
the axle every bump
on the road would
be transmitted
directly to the dri-
ver. The noise
would be unbear-
able, the car would
be difficult to con-
trol and it would
soon shake itself
apart. Vibration
dampers are to your
bow what shocks
are to your automo-
bile. They protect
the bow and the
shooter from shock
and vibration while making the shot
smoother and more consistent.        

VIBRATION DAMPERS
While some bow manufacturers

are building vibration dampers into
many of their models there are still
many opportunities for add-on
sales. Many customers simply like to
upgrade to the latest design and
because vibration dampers are

specifically designed to absorb
shock and vibration they take a beat-
ing and over time will eventually
need to be replaced. ArrowTrade
talked to several dealers who have
made the checking and replacement
of vibration dampers a part of their
regular “tune-up” packages.

George Clark, Manager of
Product Development for LimbSaver
said, “Installing vibration dampers is

Alpine Archery’s MR2 Six Shooter Stabilizer offers an internal
adjustable weight system. When the end of the stabilizer is
removed it exposes six .357 slugs. Depending upon how many
slugs are removed the weight of the 5.5 inch long stabilizer can
be changed in increments between 7 and 9 ounces. The stabiliz-
er’s Flex Coupling uses Doinker Technology to reduce recoil and
minimize vibration. The Six Shooter is available in a variety of
camo patterns.
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The Sidekick Stabilizer is part of Fuse’s
Axium Series and uses Doinker and Shock
Rod Technology for the maximum in vibra-
tion and noise reduction. The Sidekick is 9-
3/4 inches long and weighs in at 11.5
ounces. Although the Sidekick mounts in
the bow’s front stabilizer hole all similarity
with a normal stabilizer ends there. The
Sidekick is designed to be positioned to the
side of the riser. By adjusting the stabilizer
closer to or further from the riser it can off-
set the weight of the bow quiver and sight
mounted on the far side of the bow allow-
ing the user to achieve the perfect right to
left bow balance.
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like buying insurance on your equip-
ment. Today it is easy for a customer
to spend between $1,200 and $1,400
on a new bow and accessories. Not
only will the addition of the proper
vibration dampers improve their set-
up but they will also protect the
equipment from excessive wear and
tear by absorbing the shock. The
dealer who takes the time to explain
this to their customer will be assured
of a profitable add-on sale and a
much happier customer.”

Now that we know why proper
bow balance and vibration reduc-
tion are important let’s look at some
products that will correct the prob-
lem, help your customers tighten
their groups and increase your add-
on sales at the same time.

FUSE ACCESSORIES
Tucked in Fuse’s line of stabiliz-

ers is the Axium Sidekick. The
Sidekick has the same vibration
reduction design common through-
out Fuse’s accessory line which con-
sists of a multitude of vibration
dampers that absorb and quickly kill
noise causing vibrations. However
the Sidekick is unique because
although it mounts in the stabilizer
mounting hole in the front of the
bow it incorporates an arm that
allows it to be offset to the side of the
bow. This feature allows the Sidekick
to be adjusted to compensate for the
additional weight of the sight and
bow quiver mounted on the oppo-
site side of the bow. The Sidekick
weighs in at 12 ounces providing
both the balance option and addi-
tional weight for stability. Call (801)
363-2990 for complete information
on the Sidekick as well as the rest of
Fuse’s stabilizers.

TOXONICS
The NewBalance Stabilizer by

signt builder Toxonics offers a com-
plete bow balancing system. Scott
Slates owner of Toxonics and
designer of the NewBalance
Stabilizer said, “The NewBalance
Stabilizer is the answer to balancing
today’s lighter bows with their
accessory load. Rather than simply
adding mass weight or a vibration
isolating stabilizer the NewBalance

Circle 193 on Response Card
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Stabilizer is actually tunable.”
The NewBalance Stabilizer

mounts to the front stabilizer hole
common on all of today’s bows.
Rotating the stabilizer arm up or
down moves the stabilizer’s weight
closer or further from the side of the
bow riser compensating for the
weight of the accessories mounted
on the opposite side of the bow and
balancing the bow right to left. The
body of the stabilizer can also be
moved forward and to the rear for
additional fine tuning. Positioning it
to the rear helps counteract the ten-
dency of reflex riser models to tip
forward in the hand.

“By using the adjustment built
into the stabilizer the shooter can
actually see their groups improve,”
continued Slates. “I find it best to do
this tuning at longer ranges as shoot-
er and tuning errors are magnified
and the improvements resulting
from proper adjustment of the stabi-
lizer show up quickly. If you can see
your groups tighten at longer ranges
it only make sense they will be
tighter at the shorter ranges as well.”

For even more “torque control”
an additional front-mounted stabi-
lizer can be added if desired. The
NewBalance Stabilizer weighs 8-½
ounces and comes complete with

two removal weights for additional
fine tuning. NewBalance models are
available with Alpha Shox or
Mathews Harmonic Dampers if
desired. Call (573) 436-5130 for com-
plete information. 

SAUNDERS ARCHERY
When it comes to balance, stabi-

lization and vibration reduction the
folks at Saunders Archery really put
their thinking caps on. Saunders
offers a line of high tech stabilizers
that Saunders President, Chuck
Saunders refers to as an erector set
from NASA. All of the stabilizers are
made from a visco-elastic shock
deadening polymer for maximum
vibration and noise elimination.
Each has a series of easily removable
weights so the user can tune the sta-
bilizer to their specific needs and all
come with both ¼-20 and 5/16-24
mounting screws so the units can be
used alone, in conjunction with each
other or with other stabilizers if
desired.

The Bandit has six internal 1/8
ounce weights and the stabilizer can
be adjusted from 1.03 to 1.78 ounces.
The Pro Bandit also has six weights
and is weight adjustable from 1.64 to
2.31 ounces. The Bandit series can
be used alone or in conjunction with

other stabilizers. They also work
great when applied directly to the
riser. The Tamer has six 151 grain
weights and can be adjusted from
3.76 to 5.84 ounces. Its big brother
the Pro Tamer contains 12 of the 151
grain weights making it adjustable
from 5.36 to 9.5 ounces.

Designed to be used between
the bow and any stabilizer system
Saunders Shock-Tamer contains two
internal chambers that form a trap
for shock and vibration by convert-
ing shock energy to heat. The for-
ward attachment post floats inde-
pendently and is surrounded by a
patented visco-elastic polymer bar-
rier eliminating any stabilizer sag.

The Pro-Angler allows the user
to angle the stabilizer for balance
even allowing it to be positioned to
the side to offset the weight of a bow
quiver and sight. It has 325 position
settings that lock-in precisely with-
out the use of any tools, so coming
back to your favorite spot is fast and
easy. The Pro-Angler greatly
improves the ability to tune any sta-
bilizer allowing the user to perfectly
balance their bow to match their
shooting style. For information on
Saunders products call (800) 228-
1408.
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PHOTO BELOW: The Pro-Angler, by Saunders Archery, is
designed to be placed between the bow and any stabilizer com-
bination. The Pro-Angler allows the angle of the stabilizer to be
adjusted for storage and transportation or even more important
to position the stabilizer to achieve the proper bow balance. The
Pro-Angler can even be adjusted to the side to offset the weight
of a bow quiver and sight. It has 325 possible settings all of
which can lock-in precisely with no tools making adjustments
quick and easy.

The NewBalance Stabilizer offered by Toxonics combines both sta-
bilization and balance. The NewBalance has two adjustments, for-
ward and back and side to side. As the stabilizer is moved closer or
further from the riser it can balance the bow right to left compen-
sating for the weight of the bow quiver and sight. When the stabiliz-
er is adjusted front to rear it balances the bow in the front to rear
plane. Combined these adjustments can provide the perfect desired
balance for the bow. The NewBalance Stabilizer is available without
vibration dampening or with the choice of either the Mathews
Harmonic Dampers or Hoyt’s Alpha Shox.
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BOWJAX
Bowjax offers a wide variety of

vibration dampers and silencers to
suit every application. The design of
the Bowjax interestingly combines a
vibration dampening material with
an X shaped design to maximize
effectiveness. Each Bowjax has arms

with molded balls on the end of each
arm. These weighted arms are
designed to absorb and dissipate the
vibration generated quickly and effi-
ciently. Various model limb dampers
are available for both solid and split
limbed bows and include the
Monsterjax, Slimjax and Limbjax.
The Slipjax, Ultrajax I and the

Ultrajax II string and cable silencers
are designed for use on the bow
string and cables while the Bigjax is
designed for use on cable guards.

Bowjax also offers a line of stabi-
lizers using its Bowjax damper tech-
nology as well as a string suppressor
system. The string suppressor sys-
tem is designed to increase the for-

Bowjax
vibration
dampen-
ing acces-
sories are
available
in a num-
ber of configurations such as Rizrjax
(shown at left) which mount in any bow
riser cutout, various models of Limbjax
for bow limbs and the Ultrajax II for
mounting on bow strings or cable
assemblies. Shown above is what occurs
when vibration hits a Bowjax vibration
damper. The weighted balls on the end
of each X arm absorb and dissipate the
generated vibration quickly and effi-
ciently and at the same time they are
reducing the noise.

Circle 159 on Response Card

Shown below is a Bowjax stabilizer with a
4 inch Bowjax X-it stabilizer added for
increased vibration dampening. The heart
of the Bowjax system is a vibration damp-
ening material with an X shaped design to
maximize effectiveness. Each Bowjax has
arms with molded weighted balls on the
end of each arm. These weighted arms are
designed to absorb and dissipate the
vibration generated by the shot quickly
and efficiently.
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giveness of any bow by stopping the
string at the true brace height.

The Bowjax Rizrjax is a very ver-
satile vibration damper that is
designed to fit into the riser cutouts
common on today’s bows. Rizrjaxs
can be used to provide additional
vibration dampening to any bow
that has factory installed riser
dampers or can be added to literally
any bow with riser cutouts. Call (208)
762-3692 for information on the
complete line of Bowjax products.

STS
Joe Goade, owner of the Bucks

and Ducks pro shop in Dyersburg,
Tennessee is also the inventor and
manufacturer of the STS (Shock
Terminator Suppressor) string stop-
per. “I invented the STS to improve
consistency,” said Goade. “We all
know that having the same draw
length on each shot is important but
most people don’t consider the
importance of making sure the
arrow leaves the string at the same
point on each shot. When properly
adjusted the STS makes sure the
string stops at the brace height every
time. This action makes the bow
more forgiving, eliminates string
slap and string noise is drastically
reduced. In addition because the
arrow leaves the string at the same
point during each shot consistency
and accuracy are improved.”

“We offer two models, the STS
and the EDS,” Goade continued.

“The EDS,
( E x t r e m e
D a m p e n i n g
System), has a
bend in the
mounting rod
which helps
absorb energy
and increases
the system’s
ef fect iveness.
We are so confi-
dent of our
product quality
that we guaran-
tee the rubber
string stopper
for one year against damage or we
will replace it at no cost. I don’t know
of anyone else on the market that
offers such a guarantee.”  Goade also
offers an STS system designed
specifically for the line of popular
Excalibur crossbows. For more infor-
mation on the STS system call (731)
286-6889.

NORWAY INDUSTRIES
Norway Industries, well known

for its Duravanes has entered the
arena of vibration isolators with its
StringTamer. The StringTamer is
designed to stop the forward motion
of the string allowing for a smoother,
quieter shot with increased consis-
tency and accuracy. The StringTamer
also decreases string slap and exces-
sive bow movement. Several models
are available to fit most of today’s

popular bows including front mount
versions for bows that don’t have a
rear stabilizer bushing or lack one in
the proper place. 

You might wonder why a “vane”
company is in the vibration isolator
business. Norway Industries has a
machining operation that makes
components for people inside and
outside the archery industry. The
firm’s ability to work in metal as well
as polymers is amply demonstrated
by the company’s complex, preci-
sion-made automatic fletching
machines. Several years ago Norway
Industries introduced a premium
vane removal tool called the
ZipStrip, and today the company
headed by sisters Janis Melton and
Jill Halliburton also manufacturing
the StringTamer line. For more infor-
mation on the StringTamer call (800)
778-4755.

Joe Goade, owner of the Bucks and Ducks pro shop in Dyersburg, Tennessee is also the
inventor and manufacturer of the STS (Shock Terminator Suppressor) string stopper. The
SDS and the EDS (Extreme Dampening System) shown here, are designed to provide a
positive string stop. The theory behind string stoppers is two-fold. First by stopping the
forward motion of the string at the same point each shot improves consistency which in
turn is believed to improve accuracy. Second, the string stopper aids in reducing string
vibration and the associated noise making the bow quieter and smoother to shoot.
Different mounting systems for the STS and EDS Systems allow them to be attached to a
wide variety of bows.

Apex Gear’s new Pro-Tune stabilizer features a tuning-fork design
that converts vibration and noise into heat. The multiple ball bear-
ing weights located along the length of the stabilizer can be
removed as desired to change the weight and balance. The 4.5 inch
long Pro-Tune stabilizer weighs in a maximum of 7.3 ounces when
all ball bearings are in place. The Pro-Tune is available in both
Mossy Oak and APG camo patterns.

The STS is also available for mounting on
the popular line of Excalibur crossbows.
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ALPINE
Alpine Archery’s MR2 Six-

Shooter series stabilizers combine
effective noise and vibration damp-
ening with an adjustable weight sys-
tem that can be used to balance the
bow. When the cap at the end of the
stabilizer is removed it exposes six
.357 slugs, (included with the stabi-
lizer), nestled into pockets on a 360
degree circle. By removing or rear-
ranging the slugs the weight of the
stabilizer can be customized to pro-
vide the shooter the desired weight
and balance. The outside of the sta-
bilizer cap is fitted with a Tactical
Rubber Bra that works as a damper
as well as preventing the stabilizer
from making noise if it is bumped
against a treestand or surrounding
brush. Incorporated into the stabi-
lizer is a flex coupling using licensed
Doinker technology which drastical-
ly reduces recoil and minimizes
vibration and noise. For information
on Alpine’s complete line of stabiliz-
ers call (208) 746-4717.

APEX GEAR
New for 2008 from Apex Gear is

its Pro-Tune Stabilizer, an adjustable
weight stabilizer with a tuning fork
design which Apex claims converts
vibration and noise into heat which
is rapidly dissipated. The 4-1/2 inch
long stabilizer contains four ball
bearings along its length bringing
the total weight of the stabilizer up
to 7.3 ounces. The weight can be
adjusted and the center of gravity of
the stabilizer changed depending
upon the number of ball bearings
removed and the position of the
remaining bearings making it a fully
customizable stabilizer in respect to
weight and balance. Using
Co n s t r a i n t - L a y e r- D a m p e n i n g
Technology the Pro-Tune is designed
to effectively collect and dissipate
vibrations and noise. Call Apex Gear
at (972) 437-9181 for complete infor-
mation.

LIMBSAVER
“While many bows come with

some type of vibration damper and
noise reduction system installed that
does not mean they cannot be

improved,” said George Clark,
General Manager of Product
Development for LimbSaver. “Not all
vibration dampers are created equal
and quality and design do make a
difference. How much of an impact
vibration dampers make depends on
the design of the bow. The proper
dampers can take a high end well
designed bow with minimum vibra-
tion and tweak it a little ramping it
up to maximum performance.
However those same dampers can

have a tremendous impact on an
entry level or mid range bow making
it perform like a bow costing much
more. The dealers who understand
and can explain the differences to
their customers will definitely
increase their sales of vibration
dampening devices.”

“All of our products are made
from NAVCOM which is a propri-
etary material,” explained Clark.
“NAVCOM is not just a rubber mate-
rial; its chemical composition com-

Circle 142 on Response Card
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bined with the physical design of our
products provides the greatest effi-
ciency in eliminating vibration and
reducing noise. LimbSaver offers a
variety of stabilizer designs from the
basic yet effective S-Coil Stabilizer to
the Modular Stabilizer System which
allows the user to customize the

length and weight of their sta-
bilizer to achieve the desired
bow balance while providing
the maximum vibration
reduction.”

“The name LimbSavers
was chosen because that is
exactly what they do,” contin-

ued Clark. “By absorb-
ing the stresses
induced by the vibra-
tion generated on the
shot they not only
reduce the noise but
they help protect the
limb and all other com-
ponents from shock
and stress which over
time can result in a
component failure. Our
LimbSavers are
notched so they can be
placed as close to the
end of the limb as pos-
sible without string interfer-
ence and the new Quad’s are
split to increase vibration
absorption. LimbSavers are

available for
both solid and
split limbed
bows and the
new Super

Quad fits both standard and wide
split limb bows reducing the dealer’s
required inventory while allowing
him to service all of his split limb
customers with a single SKU.” 

“Cable guards have a tendency
to pick up the vibration generated on
the shot and reintroduce it back into
the bow,” explained Clark. “In

Circle 210 on Response Card

LimbSaver’s Ultra Quad limb dampers feature the
latest design by dividing the damper into four indi-
vidual sections increasing the effectiveness of its
vibration reduction. Ultra Quads are available for
both solid and spit limb bows. The new Super Quad
limb damper fits both narrow and wide split limb
bows and allows the dealer to service all of their
split limbed customers with the same limb damper
reducing required inventory.

The S-Coil Stabilizer from
LimbSaver has become a very
popular item for the
bowhunter. It dampens hand
shock, reduces bow torque and
minimizes vibrations and the
related noise. The S-Coil design
is available in a variety of
lengths from 2-1/2 to 7 inches.

The Super Leech (at right) is designed specifically
for high-poundage bows and crossbows. Also avail-
able are the original String Leech and the Cable
Leech for maximum string and cable vibration
reduction in all applications.

The new Chubby series from Doinker has 3, 4, 5 and 6 inch
models in popular camo patterns. Above is a 4 inch in the
Realtree APG. They can be mounted conventionally on the
front of the bow, or on V-bars (below) to bring them behind the
riser. These adjustable V-bars from Doinker let you choose the
angle that best balances the accessory load.
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essence this feeds the vibration cycle
and lengthens it. Cable guard
dampers are designed to eliminate
this reintroduced stress making the
shot smoother while eliminating
vibration and noise. We also offer a
variety of string leeches for different
bow designs including crossbows to
reduce string and cable vibration
and noise. We like to think that
LimbSaver is the dealer’s one stop
shopping center when it comes to
vibration and noise reduction acces-
sories.”  For complete information
on LimbSaver products call (877)
257-2761.

DOINKER
“Stabilizers allow the shooter to

balance their bow set-up while
reducing torque and vibration,”
explained Bill Leven, President of
Leven Industries, the manufacturer
of Doinker stabilizers. “The most
effective stabilizer design keeps the
rod as light as possible with the
weight at the end of the rod as
opposed to the weight being distrib-
uted along the stabilizer’s length.
This maximizes the anti-torque
effect and keeps the total weight
within controllable limits for the
shooter. The length and weight of the
stabilizer should be chosen to bal-
ance out the bow making aiming
easier and the shot smoother. To be
most effective the stabilizer should
also reduce vibration which in turn
eliminates excessive noise.”

“While Doinker offers solu-
tions we also offer choices,” said
Leven. “There is no right or wrong
way when choosing a stabilizer.
What is important is what works
best for the customer. All of our
stabilizers can be customized to
any need allowing the dealer to
satisfy the most demanding cus-

tomer or any given situation.”
Doinker offers a complete line

of hunting and target stabilizers all
of which use Doinker ITP
(Interrupted Transfer Polymer)
technology. For more information
call (818) 700-2899.

OCTANE
New for 2008 the Octane line

from BowTech is offering a piston
based stabilizer. The stabilizer
comes in both hunting and target
lengths and features an ultra-light
exterior tube with an inner tube of
proprietary dampening material
that absorbs vibration for increased
shootability and a quiet shot. The

company says the piston action of
the stabilizer directs any movement
away from the bow and towards the
target eliminating vertical, horizon-
tal and lateral stabilizer movement.
This action is said to tame any
torque induced by the archer and
keeps the bow in line with the target
during the arrow’s launch. Octane
stabilizers are available in a variety
of camo finishes as well as black and
silver for the target shooter. For com-
plete information contact the new
Octane brand at (888) 689-1289.

TROPHY RIDGE
Trophy Ridge addresses the

issues of balance, stability and vibra-
tion with its series of ShockStop
Stabilizers. Unlike many manufac-
turers that offer stabilizers made
from totally vibration absorbing
material the ShockStop has a solid
core with a shock absorbing rubber
compound exterior. This combina-
tion provides the weight needed for
balance and stability with the damp-
ing required for vibration and noise
reduction.
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• 1” Cutting Diameter
• 3/4” Bleeder Blade
• RAZOR Sharp
• Perfect Flight

Short. Fat. Deadly.
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call570-448-2845    visitwww.steelforce.com

Octane, the accessory line offered by Bow Tech, offers stabilizers with piston shock
dampening. The stabilizers have an ultra-light outer tube that provides rigidity allow-
ing the weight to be focused at the end of the stabilizer for maximum torque reduction.
The inner tube is comprised of a proprietary material that absorbs vibration. The stabi-
lizer incorporates a piston action the company says directs any movement away from
the bow and toward the target eliminating vertical, horizontal and lateral movement.
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The ShockStop is harmonically
tuned for 22 to 27 inch risers and
comes in both camo and black. The
ShockStop Deluxe model has a built
in knuckle that allows the stabilizer
to be folded down for ease of storage
and transportation. Call (800) 694-
9494 for more information on this
accessory brand from Bear Archery.

NEW ARCHERY PRODUCTS
New Archery Product’s (NAP’s) 5

inch Blackjack Stabilizer features a solid core for weight and stability
with a slip on outer rubber cover that
dampens vibration and reduces
noise. The outer Blackjack Sleeve is
available separately, allowing the
customer who already owns a
solid stabilizer to upgrade it
to one with vibration damp-
ening features.

Also in NAP’s stabilizer
line-up is its ShockBlocker
series. ShockBlockers come
in 5 and 7 inch lengths
weighing in at 8 ounces and
in 6 and 8 inch lengths with a
weight of 11 ounces. The
ShockBlockers feature a two
stage design consisting of a
powder filled interior to pro-
vide weight and an
Elastomeric Coupling to
absorb shock and dampen
vibration. NAPFlage camo
sheets are available allowing
the customer to customize
the stabilizers camo to match
their favorite pattern.

NAP’s Thunderblox limb
silencers are available to fit
both solid and split limb
bows. Single blocks can be
applied to either solid or split
limb bows while a double
block is also available for

split limb bows for those desiring
maximum vibration dampening.
NAP can be contacted at (708) 488-
2500 for complete information.

New Archery Products ShockBlocker stabilizer comes in 5 and 7 inch lengths at 8 ounces
and 6 or 8 inch lengths weighting in at 11 ounces. The interior of the ShotBlocker is pow-
der filled for weight while an Elastomeric Coupling absorbs shock and dampens vibra-
tion. NAPFlage camo sheets allow the customer to customize the stabilizers to match
their favorite pattern.

Specialty Archery offers a quick
detach mounting system for its
Feather Lite hunting stabilizers.
The quick detach system make it
quick and convenient to remove
the stabilizer for ease of storage
and transportation.

In keeping with the bowhunters’ desire for acces-
sories to complement their light hunting bows
Specialty Archery offers its series of Feather Lite
Hunting Stabilizers. The Feather Lite uses high
strength small diameter carbon rods to make up the
body of the stabilizer minimizing its profile and 

wind resistance. This design also 
keeps the weight concentrated at
the end of the stabilizer where it 
has the greatest impact on bal-
ance and torque reduction. The 
Feather Lite’s come in 6, 8 and 10 
inch lengths each with an 

adjustable 
weight sys-
tem. Stabilizer 
components 
are dipped in 
the latest 
camo patterns
to match bows.

Circle 248 on Response Card
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SPECIALTY ARCHERY 
The Feather Lite Hunting

Stabilizers offered by Specialty
Archery are specifically engineered
to be compatible with today’s light
weight hunting bows. High strength
low weight carbon rods form the
body of the stabilizer resulting in a
profile with minimum wind resis-
tance which is combined with
Navcom (by LimbSaver) inserts for
the maximum in vibration dampen-
ing. The stabilizers are available in
lengths of 6, 8 and 10 inches. The 6
and 8 inch models have a Navcom
insert at the tip in which included
weights of .52 and .72 ounces can be
inserted to customize the weight and
desired balance.

The 10 inch model has three
Navcom inserts, one in the tip and
one in the base of the stabilizer. A
third adjustable Navcom insert can
be positioned anywhere along the
stabilizer’s length. The tip includes
both .52 and .72 ounce weights while
a 1.44 ounce weight can be added to
the adjustable insert. The stabilizers
are film dipped with the latest camo
patterns and can be easily matched
to the customer’s existing equip-
ment. A quick detach mounting sys-
tem is available as an option allow-
ing the stabilizer to be quickly
removed for transportation or stor-
age.

These Feather Lite Stabilizers
effectively dampen vibration and in
turn the generated noises yet keep
the added weight to a minimum. The

built in adjusta-
bility and inter-
c h a n g e a b l e
weights allow
the archer to
balance his bow
as desired mak-
ing the Feather
Lite Stabilizer
an excellent
choice for the
customer that
wants the ulti-
mate in tuning
flexibility. For
complete infor-
mation call
(800) 555-2856.

SUMMARY
“While many dealers are afraid

of being to pushy when it comes to
sales it is important to remember
why customers come into a pro
shop,” Mike Anderson, General
Manager of Specialty Archery,
recently told ArrowTrade. “In many
ways the situation is exactly the
opposite. The customer really wants
to know about all of his options and
they are especially interested in any-
thing that can improve their shoot-
ing or hunting experience. I have
always felt that the more informa-
tion the dealer can provide the cus-
tomer the more satisfied the cus-
tomer and the greater the opportu-
nity for an add-on sale. Remember
the final decision to purchase or not
always rests with the customer but
he won’t buy something about which
he is not informed.” 

Archery is the one sport where
big markets and expanded sales can
develop from the smallest details
and bow balance and vibration and
noise reduction are certainly one of
those areas. At one time stabilizers
were a simple combination of rods
and weights but today they have
become a stand alone product line.
When combined with additional
limb and accessory vibration
dampers they open up an entire new
area in which the educated dealer
can demonstrate their knowledge
and expertise. Not all stabilizers or
vibration dampers are created equal.
The dealer that takes the time to

learn about the differences and what
makes one better than another for a
particular role can better service his
customers and increase his sales.

Proper bow balance is an impor-
tant part of developing consistency
and accuracy while vibration damp-
ening is critical when seeking the
smoothest, quietest shot possible.
Combined they equal more add-on
sales and a fatter bottom line.

TruGlo’s new Tru-Block stabiliz-
er features molded vibration
reducing technology that is
designed to absorb noise and
vibration. The unique built in
bow sling is angled for a better
fit and feel and the unit is avail-
able in TruGlo’s exclusive mold-
ed camo pattern. 

Circle 269 on Response Card
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Last fall a neighbor who doesn’t
hunt or fish came into my
garage just as my wife and I

were getting ready to head for our
afternoon deer stands. My wife was
already in the truck and I was loading
up our gear with my back towards him
as he chattered away about a problem
he was having with his garden tractor
and some tools he needed to borrow.
All of a sudden he just went silent.
After a few seconds I turned around
and saw him staring with his mouth
hanging open. Hoping he wasn’t in
the middle of a heart attack I asked,
“What’s the matter?  “Do you th-th-th-
think you have enough b-b-b-boots,”
he stuttered, obviously in some sort of
shock. His eyes were fixed on the
shelves located on a far wall that held
the hunting and fishing boots my wife

and I used on a regular basis.
I started to explain the differences

between the need for all leather or
leather and Cordura combinations,
Gore-Tex, Thinsulate, insulated, unin-
sulated, 8 inch versus 10 inch and why
everyone needs both hip boots and
knee high rubber boots. When I saw
his eyes glaze over I just handed him
the wrenches he needed, wished him
good luck and ushered him out the
door. Glancing in the rear view mirror
I saw him standing in the middle of
my drive scratching his head, looking
totally bewildered.

A short time later as I sat in my
treestand I smiled to myself as I
though of how impossible it is to
explain hunting gear and all of the
associated products to someone who
doesn’t hunt. In many ways bowhunt-

ing is like the old saying, “There is
more to this than meets the eye,” and
in my opinion that simple fact gives
the dealer unlimited opportunities to
expand their sales. 

Take my previous boot illustration
for example. For bowhunting I have
four basic sets of footgear. Two pair of
Gore-Tex lined waterproof boots with
leather and Cordura exteriors, one
pair insulated and one pair uninsulat-
ed. In addition I have two pair of knee
high rubber boots, again insulated
and uninsulated. Those boots com-
bined with socks of varying weights
can get me through 99 percent of the
hunting conditions I encounter in a
normal season. I don’t think this is an

PHOTO BELOW: Shoe factories were once common in many small
towns across the country. Today there are only about six or seven
large companies and a handful of smaller ones remaining as much
of this labor intensive industry has moved off-shore. Cove Shoe
Company, a manufacturing site for HH Brown Work and Outdoor
Group, located in Martinsburg, Pennsylvania is among the larger
shoe manufacturing facilities remaining and this photo shows a
portion of the plant floor. Here the workers produce boots under
the labels of Carolina, Acme, HH and Browning. They also produce
footwear for the military under the names of Corcoran and
Matterhorn.

PHOTO LEFT: Rob Feather, a Department Supervisor at Cove Shoe
Company of Martinsburg, Pennsylvania, puts the finishing touches
to a Browning Hunting Boot. Cove Shoe is a manufacturing site for
the various boot and shoe lines offered by HH Brown Work and
Outdoor Group. HH Brown is the licensed manufacturer of
Browning Hunting Boots.
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extreme case because I have never
been to a hunting camp when every
hunter there didn’t have a least two
pair of boots and I am sure they had
additional boots at home.

Boots are hunting related and
they represent additional sales oppor-
tunities. If you operate a full line
sporting goods store you may have a
line of boots for all outdoor activities
but you may be able to increase sales
by targeting some specific models for
the bowhunter. If you are an archery
pro shop and have never considered
selling boots lets take another look at
why it might make sense. 

Boots and clothing are product
lines that many shops, especially
small or mid-sized shops, do not often
stock due to extensive inventory cost,
the different sizes and camo patterns
involved and the intense competition
in some lines. To a large degree that
makes sense but bowhunting footgear
offers some interesting options. There
are three main reasons customers
come to a pro shop and that is exper-
tise, advice and service. 

Bowhunters are passionate about
their sport and their equipment. If
they aren’t hunting or shooting they
are reading about it or shopping for

the latest equipment. Bowhunters are
looking for anything that gives them
an edge or a piece of gear that is just a
little better than the one they now
have. They are constantly looking for
that little something extra and are
always asking for advice and recom-
mendations opening up the perfect
opportunity for additional sales. It is
important to remember that cus-
tomers who come into your shop that
have all of the basic gear are actually
looking for something to buy now or
in the future. As I see it the dealer that
gives them some choices will gain
sales and that makes bowhunting
footgear a solid consideration.

“If you are operating a full-line
sporting goods store offering a line of
high quality hunting boots is a must,”
said Sam Coalson, Marketing
Manager for Rocky Boots. “However,
many dealers running a small shop
think it is too difficult to offer footgear
to the bowhunter. The problem is they
are missing some easy and excellent
add-on sales. Every bowhunter needs
a pair of high top rubber boots as well
as a pair of insulated and uninsulated
regular hunting boots. They are going
to buy them somewhere. If the shop
where they buy their bowhunting gear
doesn’t sell them they will simply buy
them from a competitor. That’s just
letting money walk out the door and

that makes no sense.” 
Although bowhunters are always

seeking advice and recommendation
in conjunction with their next pur-
chase today’s bowhunter is educated
and well informed about their sport.
Therefore the recommendations that
will be most readily accepted are the
ones based on the dealer’s personal
experience and expertise. That means
the more a dealer educates himself
about boot basics the quicker his rec-
ommendations will be accepted.

BOOT BASICS
Boot height varies according to

the intended use of the boots and nor-
mally range in 1 inch increments
between 5 inch and 10 inches. Higher
boots provide more support and help
keep out intrusive objects such as
seeds and dirt as well as water and
mud. Although weight increases
slightly with height the most popular
boot heights are from 8 inch to 10
inches with high boots such as snake
boots or rubber boots normally com-
ing just below the knee. Although you
might not think of snake boots as
bowhunting gear there are people
who are deathly afraid of snakes and
to those hunting in the warmer south-
ern and western areas of the country
snake boots are common. Personally I
know if I ever hunt in Texas again for
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New for 2008 is ScentBlocker’s Dream
Season Pro Knee Boot. This boot was
designed from the ground up to combine
the features of a high quality hunting boot
and the latest scent prevention technology.
The waterproof Dream Season Pro Knee
Boot features side zip entry for quick and
easy on and off. The sole features Fusion
Gel absorbers to reduce shock and provide
maximum comfort while a wool liner pro-
vides warmth.

The boot contains an S3 antimicrobial lin-
ing to aid in odor control as well as a
removable Activated Carbon Insole that
features a built in toe warmer compart-
ment. Unlike open topped boots that allow
odor to be “puffed” out with every step the
Dream Season Pro Knee Boot has 
an enclosed top with a removable
SPF 60 Activated Carbon Fabric 
with BodyLock technology which 
traps and absorbs  human 
scent before it can escape.

Browning is a well known and respected
name in the firearms and outdoor indus-
try. Browning Boots were produced by the
Cove Shoe Company, a Pennsylvania
based manufacturing site for HH Brown
Work and Outdoor Group, for about 10
years before Brown purchased the
Browning license. Browning Boots are now
offered in a variety of styles many of
which are produced in Cove Shoes
Pennsylvania plant.
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gobblers or wild pigs there will be a
pair of snake boots in my duffel bag. 

While leather boots are attractive
more common today are the leather
and Cordura combinations. Cordura
is a tough abrasion resistant material
that is ideal for hard use. Combination
boots are less costly than an all leather
boot, they are lighter and the Cordura
fabric comes in popular bowhunting
camo patterns. Boots constructed
with leather/fabric combinations nor-
mally require no break-in period since
fabrics, as opposed to leather, readily
stretch and move. The one area in
which an all leather boot is still rec-
ommended is for hunting in steep
rocky terrain where conditions can be
treacherous and sharp shale can cut a
fabric boot to shreds.

Because scent control is impor-
tant to bowhunters rubber boots are
very popular. However several manu-
facturers are now offering non-rubber
hunting boots with built-in scent con-
trol. 

I can’t think of any reason why
anyone would purchase a hunting
boot that wasn’t waterproof today,
other than cost. While leather boots
can be made waterproof with the
application of a waterproofing mater-
ial such as Sno-Seal by Atsko, many
high quality boots today have a Gore-
Tex membrane sewed into the boot.
This membrane consists of tiny pores

that keep water molecules out but
allows water vapor to escape from
around the foot keeping the foot dry
in even the most severe conditions.    

Bowhunters face changing condi-
tions during the season from warm
weather in the early part of the season
to colder temperatures during the
later part of the season. They are also
faced with cool or cold mornings and
warm or hot afternoons. This makes
the amount of insulation in the boot a
definite consideration. Insulation in a
boot is basically dead air space which
traps and retains body heat. The more
dead air space the insulation material
has the more efficient it is. Choosing
the right amount of insulation is a
personal matter. Insulation comes in
three main forms; felt, foam and
Thinsulate. Of the three, Thinsulate is
the most effective providing roughly
twice times the warmth for the same
thickness of material. While insula-
tion depends greatly on the individual
and the activity level as a general rule
200 grams of Thinsulate or perhaps no
insulation at all is good for active wear
in warm climates. For general-pur-
pose use in a moderate temperature
400 to 600 grams might be a good
choice while 1000 grams or better
might be required for someone who
will be sitting for hours in cold tem-
peratures. 

Boot insoles are located on the
inside bottom of the boot and form
the platform on which the foot rests.
The insole protects the bottom of the
foot and determines the size and fit of
the boot. Insoles can be flat, con-
toured and orthotic. High quality
insoles also provide support and
shock absorption. Some insoles uti-
lize thick cushions which collect the
energy generated from the downward
pressure of the step and act as a spring
when the foot is lifted making walking
more comfortable and less strenuous.
Removing an insole normally adds a
half size to the boot and allows for the
addition of thicker socks in extreme
cold conditions. Insoles can be
removed for drying or airing out and
should be replaced periodically as
they can loose their effectiveness after
an extended period of time. 

The outsole is the boot designers’
term for the bottom surface of the

boot that provides the grip and trac-
tion. Although Vibram is a trademark
it has become the generic description
of a sole with deep aggressive lugs
designed for digging or wedging onto
hard surfaces and is excellent for
demanding conditions and steep
grades. The downside is its tendency
to pick up and pack with mud
decreasing traction and increasing
weight under some conditions. Most
of today’s boots have a combination
lug sole design making them suitable
for various conditions as well as being
self cleaning. The same principle used
to keep automobile tire threads clean
to maximize traction now applies to
the design of boot soles helping them
maximize traction by not allowing the
build-up of mud or snow. 
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The innersole is the foundation of any
boot and can make a tremendous differ-
ence in the comfort and performance. The
innersole shown here on the right is from
the inside of a Scent Blocker boot. Note
how the innersole is perforated for
improved air circulation and contains a
Fusion Gel insert in the heel to cushion
each step. A recessed area just behind the
toe allows for the insertion of a toe-
warmer to be installed without jamming
up the toes of the wearer.

Shown here is Scent Blocker’s Activated
Carbon Insole which absorbs foot odor
helping the hunter remain scent free. This
Activated Carbon Insole can be found in
Scent Blocker’s line of hunting boots.The design of a

boots outsole
plays a critical
role in how the
boot performs
under various
conditions. An
upland bird
hunters’ needs
are quite differ-
ent from those of
a sheep hunter
who must navi-
gate steep rocky
and often wet
slopes. Most
boots today offer
some sort of
combination out-
sole that will
work well under
a variety of con-
ditions.
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Some extra desirable features
include a padded collar which pro-
vides a cushion around the top of the
boot preventing abrasion to the lower
leg and making the boot much more
comfortable. Toe and heel guards
consist of extra layers of material at
the toe and heel to protect against
excessive wear. This layer is sometime
extended around the entire bottom
area of the boot just above the sole. A
gusseted tongue encloses the front of
the boot and keeps out debris as well
as water. 

Speed lacing systems make it con-
venient for the hunter to quickly and
properly tighten his boots. Even laces
make a difference in a good hunting
boot. Leather laces are the least desir-
able as they stretch when wet making
them difficult to keep tied and they
have a tendency to rot resulting in
breakage at just the wrong time. While
flat laces provide the tightest fit possi-
ble round braided polyester or nylon
laces work best for all-purpose use.
Rounded laces work smoothly with
speed lacing systems while flat laces
tend to catch and wear excessively.
Flat laces also tend to get torn up
more easily in conditions where high
weeds and briars are present. Another
great feature to look for is the pull up
loop sewn into the back of some
boots. It is an invaluable aid when it
comes to pulling on your boots. 

So much for boots 101, now let’s
take a look at some leading boot man-
ufacturers and what they have to offer
for the bowhunter and why these
models might be just right for your
customers. 

DANNER
Danner offers a complete line of

footgear from casual outdoor shoes to
models designed specifically for law
enforcement, military, hiking and
hunting. Several new models for 2008
are ideally suited for the bowhunter.

Danner’s Vanish GTX, available in
both a 5 inch and 9 inch version, is
waterproof and breathable with built-
in Scent-Lok scent protection. The
Scent-Lok technology is non-carbon

based and therefore requires no acti-
vation or recharging. The Vanish GTX
is lightweight but with adequate sup-
port for stability. The sole is designed
for maximum traction over a wide
variety of surfaces and is available in
either uninsulated or with 400 grams
of insulation.

The Blade GTX comes in both 7
inch and 8-½ inch heights. The 7 inch
model is uninsulated while the 8-½
inch height is available uninsulated or
with 400 grams of insulation for cool-

Speed laces are a nice feature on a any
hunting boot. They allow the boot to be
properly tightened without the inconve-
nience of pulling on each individual eyelet
making getting ready quick and easy.

Once upon a time, it was German precision. Now, Kowa 
has rewritten all the books on clarity, accuracy and 

C

Kowa Optimed, Inc. • 20001 S. Vermont Avenue • Torrance, CA 90502 • (310) 327-1913 • www.kowa-usa.com

WARNING

ThebiggestGermanfairy tale is that theystillmakethefinestsportingoptics.
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er hunting conditions. Danner’s Blade
GTX full-grain leather and Cordura
upper features futuristic styling and is
Gore-Tex lined to keep the users feet
dry under any condition. The Blade
GTX is built on Danner's Terra-Force
X light platform for maximum stabili-
ty and support with minimum weight.
The boot base is wider for increased
weight carrying capacity ideal for the
larger hunter or one who needs to
carry a heavier load. The low lug sole
provides good traction and excellent
mobility making it a great choice for
the hunter on the move.

The 10 inch waterproof Montana
Hunter GTX is an all leather boot with
400 grams of insulation. It features a
one piece leather upper to minimize
seams and is designed for hard hunt-
ing in extreme conditions making it
perfect for elk or sheep. The heavy
duty construction provides excellent
support while ensuring maximum
comfort.

Although the Pronghorn GTX is
not new to the Danner line it’s a boot
worth mentioning. It’s available in
both men’s and women’s sizes, unin-
sulated and with 200, 400, 600, 1000
and 1200 grams of insulation depend-
ing upon the model chosen. The
unique thing about the Pronghorn is
that it is available in some models
with both laces and a side zipper mak-
ing it very easy to put on or take off
especially for people with high
insteps.

Danner offers its boots in a variety
of camo patterns and sizes for both
men and women depending upon the

style selected. For complete informa-
tion call (503) 251-1100.

LaCROSSE
Many bowhunters prefer to wear

a rubber boot whenever possible for
scent control. They also are great on
those mornings when the dew is
heavy on the grass and you can get
soaked going to your stand. 

LaCrosse, a name well known in
the boot industry, is in its 111th year of
producing rubber boots. However
today’s rubber boot is a far cry from
the boots of only a few short years ago.
New for 2008 and ideally suited for the
bow hunter is LaCrosse’s Alpha II with
OptiCirc Technology. At the heart of
OptiCirc Technology is an open air
mesh lining that allows the air within
the boot to circulate with every step.
This constant air circulation prevents
moisture, (sweat), from building up
inside of the boot keeping the users
feet dry and warmer in cool weather
and cooler in warm weather.

The Alpha II is available uninsu-
lated or in two insulated models with
either a 3.5 or 5 millimeter neoprene
liner for added warmth in cold condi-
tions. The 18 inch high Alpha II is 100
percent waterproof making it ideal for
hunting in wet conditions. A gusset
with cam-loc buckle at the top rear of
the boot makes getting them on and
off a breeze. The Alpha II also features
LaCrosse’s “sock fit” which grasp the
foot just above the ankle holding the
boot securely on the foot providing
stability on uneven terrain. The Alpha
II features a textured surface that gives

the boot a bark like appear-
ance and is available in
Realtree APG HD and Mossy
Oak camo patterns.

The AlphaBurley Sport is a
no frills basic boot designed to
keep the hunter in the field
under all conditions. The rub-
ber-clad neoprene boot pro-
vides waterproof lightweight
comfort. The 18 inch high boot
utilizes a 100 percent ozone-
resistant scent free rubber for
scent control. An adjustable
gusset on the back of the boot
makes it easy to get them on
and off. The AlphaBurley Sport
is available in both uninsulat-

ed and insulated models with 800,
1000 and 1500 grams of insulation. It
is also available in several popular
camo patterns.

The Alpha Lite is an 18 inch boot
with an aggressive outsole for maxi-
mum traction control which features
self-cleaning lugs. A side zipper on the
Alpha Lite makes for ease of entry and
removal. The front of the boot is rein-
forced with a “wear” layer that pro-
vides added protection to the boot
when used in heavy brush and briars.
Available in popular camo patterns
the Alpha Lite comes in three different
thickness, (3.5, 5 and 7 millimeters), of
neoprene a naturally insulating mate-
rial for varying degrees of warmth.
The Alpha Lite is also available in 12
inch high models for the hunter pre-
ferring a shorter boot.

Although well known for it rubber
boots LaCrosse also offers a complete
line of conventional style hunting
boots as well. The 6 inch high Locator
Scent HD is a lightweight, long wear-
ing 100 percent waterproof boot with
an HD barrier for scent free hunting.
Extremely comfortable, the Locator
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The Blade GTX by Danner comes in a 7
inch uninsulated model and an 8-1/2 inch
high version with 400 grams of insulation.
The GTX full-grain leather and Cordura
upper features futuristic styling and is
Gore-Tex lined. Built on Danner's Terra-
Force X light platform the GTX provides
maximum stability with minimum weight
and the boot base is wider for increased
weight carrying capacity.

OPPOSITE PAGE: New for 2008 LaCrosse’s
Alpha II is available insulated or uninsu-
lated. The Alpha II has a textured surface
that gives the boot a bark like appearance
and is available in Realtree APG HD and
Mossy Oak camo patterns.

Danner’s Vanish GTX, is available in a 5 inch and 9
inch version both containing built-in Scent-Lok
scent protection. The Scent-Lok technology is non-
carbon based and therefore requires no activation
or recharging.
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Scent HD features durable pigskin
leather and fabric uppers keeping
weight to a minimum and reducing
fatigue for the hunter that is on the
move. LaCrosse’s Quad Comfort
Technology offers four layers of cush-
ioning from the footbed to the out-
sole. The boot is built for an athletic fit
and has a quiet self-cleaning rubber
outsole. These boots weigh in at just
2.8 pounds per pair making this style
perfect for stalking conditions. 

For complete information on the
entire line of footwear offered by
LaCrosse call (800) 323-2668.  

ROBINSON OUTDOORS
(SCENTBLOCKER)

Robinson Outdoors, the maker of
ScentBlocker clothing and Scent
Shield spray has taken a big step for-
ward, (pardon the pun), into the hunt-
ing boot market. Eric Bantley recently
joined Robinson as the Product
Manager of their newly developed
footwear division. Bantley’s primary
focus will be the development, plan-
ning, production, delivery and sales of
the new footwear program.

“We do not intend to simply
offer hunting boots,” said Bantley.
“We are combining the latest in boot
design and materials with the latest
in scent prevention technology to
produce the next generation of high
tech hunting products. In 2007 we
offered two boots while in 2008 we
are offering ten different models
and we have more exciting new

products planned for 2009.”
Included in the expanded 2008

line-up is the Dream Season Pro Knee
Boot, a big brother to the original and
still available Dream Season. The 100
percent waterproof Dream Season Pro
Knee Boot features side zip entry for
quick and easy on and off. An exterior
brush blocker front panel protects the
wearer while reducing wear and tear
on the boot. The sole features fusion
gel absorbers to reduce shock and
provide maximum comfort on rough
terrain. A reinforced toe protects
against bumps and bruises while a
wool liner keeps the bowhunter warm
on those chilly morning and evening
hunts. 

The boot contains an S3 antimi-
crobial lining to aid in odor control as
well as a removable Activated Carbon

Insole and features a built in toe
warmer compartment. Unlike open
topped boots that allow odor to be
“puffed” out with every step the
Dream Season Pro Knee Boot has an
enclosed top with a removable SPF 60
Activated Carbon Fabric with
BodyLock technology which traps
and absorbs any human scent before

Circle 274 on Response Card

LaCrosse’s Fang Side-Zip has 360 degree of
snakebite protection, is 100 percent waterproof
and offers superior traction yet weighs in at only
3.3 pounds per pair. Constructed with a nylon fabric
upper it features a side zipper for easy entry. The 18
inch high boot comes in Realtree APG HD camo.
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it can escape.  Also available is a
Dream Season Pro SnakeBlocker Boot
for those hunters needing snake pro-
tection.

The Pursuit 12 inch is a wool insu-
lated hybrid pac boot with Carbon
Fabric Filter Body Lock technology
and a removable Activated Carbon
Insole. The S3 Antimicrobial Lining
helps control odor and the 100 per-
cent waterproof breathable mem-
brane construction keeps the hunters’
feet warm and dry all day. The Pursuit
9 inch is also available in an uninsu-
lated model as well as in a ladies ver-
sion in the Lady Pursuit 9 inch.

Also in the line-up is the
Mountain Pursuit leather series
designed for maximum support and
shock resistances for those difficult
hunts in extreme conditions.

All of the ScentBlocker boots offer
the maximum scent control in a vari-
ety of styles suited for all hunting con-
ditions and the hunters’ individual
preference in footwear. For complete
information on the Scent Blocker
boot line call (507) 263-2885.

ROCKY BOOTS
Rocky Boots, a name well know

among hunters, offers an extensive
line of hunting and outdoor boots.
When ArrowTrade talked recently to
Sam Coalson, Marketing Manager for
Rocky, it quickly realized that trying to

narrow down the vast
number of choices offered
by Rocky was going to be
difficult. However
Coalson, who is an avid
bowhunter and an expert
on the Rocky line, pointed
out a few specific models
that were well suited for
the bowhunter.

Rocky’s S2V is a high
tech boot that is designed
around military specifica-
tions. It is 100 percent
waterproof and incorpo-
rates patented Scent-Lok
Technology for effective
scent control. The high-
tech arch support ensures
comfort in the most diffi-
cult terrain. The self-
cleaning sole is specifical-
ly designed for a silent foot fall and
has aggressive ascending cleats built
into the front part of the sole for
climbing grades with a speed brake
pattern on the heel of the sole for con-
trolled descents. Combined these fea-
tures make the boot an excellent
choice for long distance comfort and
silent stalking under any conditions. A
perforated foot bed acts like a pump
providing air circulation with each
step keeping the foot dry. The 8 inch
high S2V comes either uninsulated or
in a 200 gram insulated model as well.

The Bobcat is an
athletic styled 8 inch

high boot that has build-in sneaker
like comfort with extreme cushioning
making it excellent for uneven
ground. The Bobcat has a multi-direc-
tional sole with tree stand grips in the
shank area. The toe and heel incorpo-
rate special grips designed to push
water and mud away giving more grip
and stability on wet or mud covered
uneven terrain. A mud guard extends
up from the sole for added protection
in rocky or extremely rough condi-
tions. The Bobcat is Gore-Tex lined
making it waterproof and it is avail-
able with either 400 or 800 grams of
insulation. 

Scent Blocker’s Pursuit series boots are wool insulated
hybrid pac boots with Carbon Fabric Filter BodyLock technol-
ogy and a removable Activated Carbon Insole. The Pursuit is
available in a 12 inch high insulated version as well as the
Pursuit 9 inch in insulated and uninsulated models. It also
comes in a Lady Pursuit 9 inch for women, shown here.

ScentBlocker’s Mountain
Pursuit all leather boot is
designed to do it all.
Waterproof and insulated
with built in scent control the
all leather Mountain Pursuit
is equally at home if hunting
for whitetail on an oak flat or
in the rugged mountains for
elk or sheep.

The Bobcat by Rocky is an athletic styled 8 inch high
boot that has build-in sneaker like comfort with extreme
cushioning making it an excellent choice for uneven
ground. A mud guard extends up from the sole for added
protection in rocky or extremely rough conditions.
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Designed for the fairer sex the
Lady Hunter is built specifically to fit a
woman’s foot. The last on which the
boot is constructed has a smaller heel
and is form fitted to provide the best
fit, support and comfort for the shape
of a woman’s foot. The stylish looking
8 inch high boot is waterproof and
contains 800 grams of insulation. It
has a dual density lightweight Vibram
sole providing excellent traction while
still being extremely comfortable. 

Rocky’s camo’ed BuckStalker
Light is a 17 inch high uninsulated
rubber boot. A gusseted side zipper
opens from the top of the boot to
approximately 2 inches above the
ankle for extremely easy entry and
removal. The boot incorporates
Rocky’s Techo-Stability Ankle Harness
technology which causes the boot to
hug the ankle area. You can actually
feel the boot “pop” on as the foot is
inserted. This feature dramatically
reduces the lower back and leg fatigue
associated with walking in normal
rubber boots. The DeerStalker
Extreme has all of the features of the
BuckStalker but includes 1400 grams
of insulation and a more aggressive
sole ideal for a hunter faced with
harsh winter conditions. 

For complete information on all
of Rocky’s products call (740)753-
1951.

MUCK BOOTS
Muck Boots is a brand of

Honeywell and carries over 40 styles

of rubber and leather footwear all well
suited for tough outdoor conditions.
“The Original Muck Boot Company,
as we refer to ourselves began in
1999,” explained Arlen Stensrud, Vice
President of Marketing. “Our goal is
the same today as when we were
established and that is to make Muck
Boots the most comfortable footgear
in our category.”

The heart of the 100 percent
waterproof Muck Boot is its CR high
density foam that offers maximum
insulating properties. CR foam is the
same material that is used in the dry
suits skin divers wear in extreme con-
ditions to keep them warm and dry. 

Muck’s Woody Sport all-terrain
hunting boot is a favorite among
hunters. The high boot is light in
weight with a comfortable walking
style sole that provides excellent sup-
port and stability. The Woody Sport is
rated for temperatures between -20
and +70 degrees. Designed for easy
entry and removal the boot slides on
like a silk glove yet grips the foot for a
secure and comfortable feel. A kick off
lug mounted on the back of the boot
makes removal a one step operation.
The entire boot is made from CR foam
with a rubber outer shell making it
warm, comfortable and 100 percent
waterproof. 

Woody Sport’s big brother is the
Woody Max which has all of the same
features as the Woody Sport but its
temperature comfort range goes from
-40 to +60 degrees and it has a more

aggressive outsole. 
The Woody Elite is a

Woody Max on steroids. It has
all the features of the Woody
Max plus an anti-microbial
treatment to prevent growth of
odor causing bacteria as well
as Inscentible Scent Masking
material for maximum scent
control.

The Woody Armor is again
similar to the Woody Max but
with full length rubber con-
struction making it snake-
proof. It is an excellent choice
for those western and south-
ern hunters or anyone who
wants to be protected against a
possible snake encounter. All
boots in the Woody Series are

available with camo patterns.
Although Muck Boots is often

thought of as only a rubber boot com-
pany they also offer an assortment of
high quality conventional styled
hunting boots as well.

For complete information on
Muck Boots call (800) 777-9021. 

WOLVERINE
While Wolverine is normally

thought of as a high quality work boot
it offers an outdoor sport line includ-
ing several models well suited for the
bowhunter.

New for 2008, the Archer is an 8
inch high boot whose 400 grams of
insulation makes it ideally suited for
cooler hunting conditions. The Archer
incorporates Wolverine’s MultiShox
rubber lug comfort outsole. MultiShox
is Wolverine’s individual comfort sys-
tem outsole that features compres-
sion pads in the heel and foot that
absorb impact and return energy to
each step, providing all-day comfort.
The advanced polyurethane outsole is
30 percent lighter than traditional

We do it all!

Limb Cups

Cams

Wheels

Wood Grips

Limbs

Risers

PPatton
Archery

MFG., INC.
, MI 49870P.O. Box 161 • Norway

(906) 563-5990 • Fax (906) 563-7344
pattonarchery@uplogon.com
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Rocky’s S2V is designed
around military 
specifications, is 100 
percent waterproof 
and incorporates 
Scent-Lok Technology.
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outsoles and features a comfort flex
arch for extra support as well as a
comfort gel insole to cushion each
step.  The waterproof leather and
nylon upper protect feet from wet
conditions while the Vibram rubber
lug outsole provides increased stabili-
ty on multiple terrains.

Wolverine’s waterproof Harper
model comes in both a 6 inch (Harper
Low)  and an 8 inch version. Both are
available uninsulated or with 600
grams of insulation. The Harper series
feature Cosmo ScentMask in the lin-
ing of the boot which masks the
hunter’s scent. ScentMask is not car-
bon based but is a process in which
the fiber is treated with a scent
depressant and capture system. The
lightweight leather and Cordura
upper is stabilized by a clear TPU
(Thermoplastic Urethane) exo-skele-
ton camo-wrapped outsole. 

Lightweight and uninsulated, the
8 inch Lolich boot provides stability
and protection for all day hunts in
multiple climates and conditions.
Innovative TPU exo-skeletal support
allows the full-grain leather and
Cordura upper to protect and stabilize

the foot while maintaining a light-
weight performance feel. A Gore-Tex
waterproof membrane lining allows
moisture out without letting water in,
keeping feet dry in challenging envi-
ronments. The camouflage diamond
TPU outsole allows for increased trac-
tion and durability while on the
ground or in treestands. 

Insulated and durable, the 8 inch
McClaine features a full-grain leather
and Cordura upper and Wolverine’s
innovative TPU exo-skeletal support
and outsole for excellent support and
increased traction. A Gore-Tex water-
proof membrane keeps the wearers
feet dry while 600-grams of Thinsulate
insulation provides additional
warmth. 

All of Wolverine’s boots are avail-
able in a variety of colors and camo
patterns and in all popular sizes. For
complete information on Wolverine’s
line of outdoor boots call (616) 866-
5500.

TREKKER
Although not a hunting boot in

the true sense of the word the Trekker
(over the knee), and River Trekker (hip

boot) are worth mentioning. Both of
these units are actually overshoes that
are designed to be placed over your
regular footgear. The idea behind the
Trekker series is that it can be slipped
on over a regular hunting shoe when it
is necessary to traverse high water
that would exceed the height of the
boot being worn.

These units have a perfect appli-
cation in a swampy area that I hunt. At
times it is necessary for me to wear
hip boots and carry my regular boots
to get to my stand or some of the
remote areas I hunt. These overshoes
would be just the ticket as I could slip
them on to get to the desired area and
simply slip them off again to hunt
eliminating the need to actually
change boots. They are also excellent
to prevent getting soaked when it is
necessary to travel through a high wet
grass area to get to the hunting stand.
Trekker’s are made by Neos Overshoe
and they can be reached at (800) 777-
9021.  

ELIMITRAX
The Elimitrax system is another

hip high over-the-boot system that
can keep you dry and block the wind
but it is specifically designed to leave
your trail scent free. The Elimitrax
boots prevent any human scent from
being deposited on the ground or sur-
rounding brush and the material that
the boots are made from leaves no
identifiable odor so it is as if you were
never really there. For more informa-
tion about Elimitrax call (800) 630-
7290.   

Muck’s Woody Elite offers the bowhunter every-
thing in one neat package. The high boot is light
weight with an aggressive outsole for traction.
Rated for temperatures between -40 and +60
degrees its CR foam and rubber shell make it water-
proof and warm under a wide variety of conditions.
The Elite features an anti-microbial treatment to
prevent growth of odor causing bacteria as well as
Inscentible Scent Masking material.

Wolverine’s waterproof Harper model
comes in a 6 inch version called the Harper
Low, shown here, and a higher 8 inch.

The River Trekker, by Neos Overshoe, is
designed to go over the wearers existing hunt-
ing boots.
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ADD-ON BOOT SALES
When we started this feature we

were talking about boots as an add-on
sale but boots in turn provide another
opportunity for an add-on sale. While
on a turkey hunt in Ohio recently I
spent some time with Rick Comps, an
outdoor writer, radio broadcaster and
Field Editor for Bowhunting World,.
“Every spring and fall I clean my hunt-
ing boots and
treat them with
Sno-Seal from
Atsko,” Combs
said. “They’re
fifteen years old
now and have
been resoled
twice but they
keep my feet
bone dry whether I’m wading streams
in spring turkey season, standing in
soggy duck blinds in the fall, or slog-
ging through snow in mid-winter.” 

Why is that story important?  It
simply illustrates that one sale leads to
another. If you sell boots in your shop
you should be selling boot related
maintenance products as well.
Another item that could be consid-
ered are hunting socks, especially
scent absorbing socks like the
expanding series from Scent-Lok . A
variety of high quality various weight
socks are available from many of the

leading boot manufacturers. While
selling socks alone might not make
much sense if you sell boots they
become a natural add-on sale. 

SUMMARY
People have their taxes prepared

once a year and that is the only time
non-business owners typically go to
their accountant or tax preparer.
Normally that is the only service they
provide so there is no point in going
there for any other reason. A retail
business is exactly the opposite. It can
attract customers the year around
depending upon the merchandise
and services it offers. The more related
variety of products offered the greater
the likelihood that the customer will
return and the greater the chances of
making a sale.

Offering hunting boots is a natur-
al for any archery pro shop. While not
every shop can afford to or want to
carry a complete line of boots consid-
eration should be given to offering
selected models. Every bowhunter
needs a pair of boots and actually

more than one pair. Does it not make
sense to try and capture that sale?

The boot offerings are so great
that it is impossible to cover all the
possibilities in this short feature but
hopefully it gives you some place to
start. Most of the manufacturers
ArrowTrade talked to offered a wide
variety of styles and price points in
both men’s and women’s models in a
variety of sizes and camo patterns.
With all of the choices available it
should not be difficult to find the right
fit for your shop using your demo-
graphics and geographical location as
guide. You may just find that offering
bowhunting footgear is the first step
to increased profits.

Editor’s Note: In addition to his
writing duties, John Kasun is an out-
door seminar speaker and a business
consultant with experience in corpo-
rations large and small. He can be
reached at 126 Hickory Lane,
Duncansville, PA 16635, by phone at
(814) 695-5784 or by email at
kasun@atlanticbb.net.

Although
it can pro-
tect the
wearer
from wet
conditions
and wind
chill the
Elimitrax
system is a
hip high
over-the-
boot sys-
tem
designed
specifically
to eliminate
the hunters
scent from
being
transmitted
to the
ground or
surround-
ing brush.
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Modern camouflage pat-
terns have become more
realistically-effective than

ever before, with new printing tech-
nology and digitally-enhanced ele-
ments created by the likes of
Realtree, Mossy Oak, Mothwing,
Backland Outdoors and others, pro-
viding the real illusion of depth.
Many modern patterns are so realis-
tic it appears that you might actual-
ly walk right into them. This gives
them definite shelf appeal and
assures steady sales. But these obvi-
ous attributes aside, printed camou-
flage has one decided disadvantage:
No matter how far the illusions of
the camouflage craft are taken, they
are still printed on a two-dimension-
al medium.

In the perfect settings and back-
grounds strategically chosen by
skilled photographers for ads and
press releases, flat camouflage has
the ability to blend remarkably well.
In far-than-ideal conditions it can
stick out like a beach ball on a
putting green, leaving the
bowhunter painfully exposed to the
sharp eyes of wary game. Repeated
washings can leave the sharpest HD
patterns faded and lacking their
cloaking edge, particularly if you
choose natural fabrics or polycotton
blends over the more durable syn-
thetics. For bowhunters who are
looking for the ultimate stealth dur-
ing the most demanding bowhunts
there’s something better.

Three-dimensional camouflage,
a.k.a. “leafy,” “Shaggie,” or ghillie
suits, allow the bowhunter to take
his cover with him, actually create
cover when there is none. One
buddy’s moniker of “body blind” just
might prove most apt. Fashioned by
sewing rows of laser-cut leaves or
scrap cloth, jute rope and burlap
strips to a camouflage clothing base,
3-D camouflage breaks up the tell-
tale human outline better than flat
camo is able. All those leaves or
shaggie pieces create a ragged, irreg-
ular outline more difficult for the
eye to place or focus on. Those
ragged pieces throw shadows of
their own, scatter light reflections
and flutter naturally in a breeze like

the vegetation around them. Instead
of a flat-surfaced lump they create a
multi-dimensional “bush” that
blends in thick vegetation or an
open field of grass equally well.

Modern 3-D camouflage has
other advantages as well. The suits
are most often based on airy netting
materials that allow a breeze
through during warm early or spring

seasons to keep the wearer cooler
and more comfortable. That same
netting can actually act as a deter-
rent, even a barrier, to pesky biting
insects such as mosquitoes or black
flies. In fact, several of the options to
be discussed below are designed
specifically with that use in mind.
Finally, 3-D camo acts as an instant,
ready-for-action suit against last-
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minute hunts before or after work,
worn over shorts and a T-shirt dur-
ing warm seasons, over heavily-
insulated duds when it’s cold or
scent-containment clothing before
climbing into a whitetail stand. Slip
on a 3-D suit over even a tuxedo
(unlikely but feasible) and your cus-
tomers are instantly bowhunt ready.

I recall those year’s when 3-D
was new to the scene. Donning a
leafy suit before an evening hunt
often resulted in pointing and gig-
gling from other hunters. Climbing
into my first Rancho Safari Shaggie
suit sent my Labrador retrievers into
fits of barking and growling. This is
no longer the case. Camo clothing

enhanced by 3-D has proven deadly
effective and the pointing and gig-
gling – even the barking and growl-
ing — have been replaced by accep-
tance and understanding.

Predator hunting convinced me
most pointedly of the effectiveness
of 3-D camouflage. Calling coyotes is
not only great fun, but keeps me in
good stead with local ranchers (who
are then more open to granting
hunting permission for deer and
javelina). The term “wily” coyote is
certainly accurate. There’s nothing
craftier than a mature coyote,
though creating the morbid cries of
a wounded bunny tips the odds
decidedly in the hunter’s favor.
Wearing 3-D camo meant I had coy-
otes trotting into point-blank range,
even one who rounded a bush and
actually jumped over my out-
stretched legs.

Discovering 3-D camo meant
my annual “run-n-gun” mountain
bowhunts for spring turkey proved
vastly more productive. Even when
in plain sight and under 25 yards I
was more often than not able to
draw my bow without turning a
responding gobbler inside out.
Those gobblers would certainly give
me a hard look, but unable to place
me as a threat would stand and take
it like a man when I released a dead-
ly arrow. Suburban whitetail who
spend more time looking into trees
than at the ground around them no
longer peg me each time they
approach my stands. I slipped into
some big herds of elk to pluck herd
bulls from a throng of watchful
cows. In short, 3-D camouflage
increased my bowhunting success;
allowing me to get closer to game,
near the biggest, spookiest animals.
Today when I’m bowhunting the
most demanding game, I’ll be wear-
ing 3-D of some brand or design.
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Leafy Options
Leafy suits prove the most popu-

lar option for quick 3-D coverage.
They are extremely lightweight,
made to put on over the lightest
warm-weather wear or heaviest insu-
lated attire. The best are based on
lightweight mesh shells that let a
breeze through but keep most insects
at bay, as they are formed by long,
repeated rows of laser-cut nylon
leaves attached vertically by a single
line of stitching. They also allow cus-
tomers to pack them in small spaces,
even a daypack pocket, until ready
for use.  

Lately some of the large discount
chains are offering 3-D leafy suits
sewn on solid nylon shells, which not
only prove hot – like wearing a nylon
windbreaker – but much noisier than
mesh-shelled products. This isn’t
conducive to bowhunting stealth.
Depending on the brand, and even
the printing process transferring
camouflage patterns to leaf fabric,
even the best brands can prove stiff
and a tad noisy, but most soften up
after a couple of washings to become
bowhunting silent.

Underbrush by Shelter-Pro has
been in the 3-D clothing game for
more than a decade, becoming a
standby in 3-D hunting attire.
Underbrush leafy suits not only help
bowhunters blend into their environ-
ment but are extremely durable. The
3-D Field-Lite 3-piece Suit (including
jacket, pants and head cover) now
include Whisper Leaf Technology, a
much softer material that eliminates
any noise. The background mesh is
now camouflaged as well to match
leafy material for improved conceal-
ment benefits, unlike solid but neu-
tral background mesh seen in begin-
ning suits. A new design allows each
“leaf” to stand out more prominently
for a greater 3-D effect, and there are
also 75 percent more of them than
before. 

Jacket sleeves and pant-leg
openings include elastic cuffs, a
patented Visor Pro Head Cover con-
cealing and shading the eye area. It
can be worn without a cap. The jack-
et includes a fully zippered front,
drawstring waist and two front cargo

pockets. The pants sport an elastic
waistband. A 3-D Leafy Parka is also
offered. They are offered in S/M,
L/XL and 2XL/3XL sizes. Standard
camo patterns include Mossy Oak’s
Break-Up and Obsession, though the
company says other patterns may be
available. 

Natural Gear, the “Science of
Camouflage” people, also offer a
lightweight 3-D Suit that includes a
jacket with attached hood, pants and
face mask. Bowhunters will find that

the flat fabric on the chest and inside
of sleeves gives them piece of mind
that string interference will not ruin a
shot at game. The hood includes a
drawstring cord for full adjustability,
the cuffs snap for a snug fit, and the
jacket is cut long to assure total cov-
erage. Sizes include S/M, L/XL and
2XL/3XL. Camouflage patterns
include original Natural and newer
SCII (Science of Camouflage 2nd
Generation). A 3-D Youth Suit is also
offered with the same features, but
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Whitewater Outdoors’ 3D Realleaf Coverall allows the bowhunter to remain ready for
action. It is a suit that can be worn over any attire to provide instant deployment of the
ultimate camouflage.
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sized S/M to fit ages 10 to 12 and
L/XL to fit ages 14 to 16. 

ASAT Camouflage’s Vanish Pro 3-
D Leafy System is a lightweight cam-
ouflage over-system designed to
wear over scent-control garments,
rain gear or bulky insulated clothing.
The polyester fabric is leaf cut and
chain stitched to the mesh liner –
also printed in ASAT Camouflage –
for added concealment and disguise.
The 3-D System includes jacket,
pants and headnet. The pants
include 22-inch leg zippers to go over
boots quickly without the need to
remove them. The collarless, full-zip
jacket includes elastic cuffs. The
VisorPro Face Mask has rear cable
lock adjustment to assure an unclut-
tered field of view. They are offered in
sizes M through 4XL, and in original
ASAT and ASAT Snow camo patterns.   

TrueTimber Camo uses Milliken
leafy material to produce a suit
shelled with military-grade mesh to
be extremely durable. Milliken’s
exclusive intrigue leafy technology

includes an ultra-soft
rip-stop material to be
quiet and lifelike. This
process enables the suit
to scatter up to 33 per-

cent more light than conventional
leafy suits for a greater 3-D effect.
TrueTimber’s suit sports a hooded
button-up jacket with elastic cuffs
including thumb holes to exclude the
need for gloves, pants and a face-
mask. Devin Sweeney, TrueTimber’s
Brand Manager, says the suit is
extremely durable and gets better the
more you use it, since snagging briars
and brush create even more wrinkle
to make them stand up even more.
Suits are available in sizes S/M, L/XL
and 2XL/3XL, and in TrueTimber’s
MixedPine, Conceal and Flooded
Timber patterns.

Whitewater Strategic Hunting
Apparel offers several 3-D options to
keep your customers covered in a
variety of bowhunting situations via
their Realtree Pro-Series line. All
include a patented 3D Realleaf
design that assures leaves stand up
to better shatter the human outline.
The 3D Realleaf Coverall makes it
easy to suit up before a hunt, no mat-
ter what your customer chooses to

wear beneath it. The Coverall
includes a camo-printed mesh base
perfect for warm-weather hunts. The
one-piece coverall includes an
attached hood and removable leafy
facemask, full front snap closure, two
pass-through front pockets, side leg
zippers to go over boots without
removing them, included snap-on
mesh gloves, elastic wrist cuffs and a
grommeted rear license loop. They
are offered in sizes S/M, L/XL and
2XL/3XL. 

The 3D Realleaf Jacket and Pant
include a solid-fabric base and lining
perfect for fall hunts when mornings
prove chilly. The bomber-style jacket
includes a full front zipper, two large
slash pockets, adjustable wrist cuff,
elasticized waist and grommeted rear
license loop. The pants are a pull-on
design with elastic draw-cord waist,
include two slash pockets and two
cargo pockets, plus zippered legs for
quick dressing even with boots on.
They are available in M to 2XL sizes. 

The 3D Realleaf Turkey Vest is
just as useful to keep gear organized
on stand as it is during a spring
turkey hunt. The front of the vest
closes with Fastex buckles and is sim-
ply loaded with pockets; 10 on the

ASAT camouflage is one of the most effective patterns
out there. Add it to a leafy, 3-D suit and its cloaking quali-
ties are made that much better, perfect for the most
demanding bowhunts.

Robinson Outdoors’ 3D Realleaf XLT wear keeps the bowhunter covered
on many levels. Three-dimensional leaves give the bowhunter a conceal-
ment edge, while the ScentBlocker 30 SPF activated carbon provides a
scent-containment advantage.
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outside and seven on the inside. It
includes a back pad and extra-thick
padded seat for comfort, blood-proof
game bag, and rear grommeted
license holder. Look for it in sizes
M/L and XL/2XL. 

Whitewater’s Realtree Pro-Series
also includes a wide variety of 3-D
Realleaf accessories. Included are 3-
D Realleaf Gaiter, Glove, Ball Cap,
Boonie hat, Boonie With Mask and
Headcover. All Realtree Pro-Series
options are camouflaged with
Realtree’s new AP HD pattern. 

Mossy Oak Performance Apparel
3-D option offers the unique advan-
tage of moisture management and
ventilation. The Diffusion Pullover
and Pant include a multitude of
break-up leaves, but these are sewn
to Mossy Oak’s proven VaporTec
material to keep customers feeling
dry and comfortable when working
up a sweat or bowhunting in warm
weather. The Anorak-style pullover
has quarter-front zipper, VaporTec
material in underarm areas and side
seams for wicking and less bulk. The
attached hood is also lined in
VaporTec. The kangaroo pouch zip-
per-front pocket accepts both the
Diffusion pullover and pant, allowing
it to be stored compactly, while two
front hand pockets are also included.
Diffusion pants include an elastic
waistband with drawcord, VaporTec
inner leg panels for comfort and
silence, lower leg slits to allow
putting them on over boots, upper
hip-side and front zipper slits for
inner pants access, and adjustable
snap tabs on leg bottoms. They are
offered in M/L and XL/2XL sizes and
Obsession camouflage. A Diffusion
balaclava is also offered for complete
coverage.    

The scent-obsessive customer is
not left out of the 3-D loop, since
Robinson Outdoors is offering
ScentBlocker 3D Realleaf XLT scent-
containment options. Jacket and
pants include XLT (Xtreme
Lightweight Technology) construc-
tion, utilizing (Scent Protection
Factor) SPF 40 activated carbon fused
between super-soft outer fabric and
embossed inner lining to create the
lightest, most comfortable carbon
technology ScentBlocker offers. The

3D Realleaf XLT Jacket and Pant
include four-direction  stretch com-
fort, BodyLock collar, wrist cuffs and
waist to keep human scent locked in,
stand-up collar, full front zipper and
two side slash pockets; among other
features. They are offered in Mossy
Oak Break-Up and sizes S through
3XL. A 3D Realleaf XLT head cover,
gloves and ball cap are also offered.  

Shaggie & Ghillie Systems
Products like Rancho Safari’s

Shaggie System suits and more clas-
sic ghillie outfits offer the ultimate
in camouflage concealment. These
are styles chosen by military snipers
to avoid detection during rigorous
training sessions, and during life-
threatening missions in the real
world where hostile enemies shoot
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TrueTimber Camo's 3-D leafy suit includes ultra-soft rip-stop leaf material to be
bowhunting quiet, sewn onto military-grade mesh that is extremely durable. The suit
includes a hooded, button-up jacket with elastic cuffs and thumb holes that help extend
the sleeve for use as gloves, plus pants and a facemask.
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back. Longer hanks of material pro-
vide further break up than leafy
suits, concealment that customers
take with them when cover is thin or
nonexistent. 

An obvious concern expressed
by many bowhunters is string inter-
ference during the shot. This is a
legitimate worry, as the material in
ghillie-type suits is much more sub-
stantial than that of leafy suits. Jerry
Gentellalli, owner of Rancho Safari
and originator of Shaggie System
suits, advises to simply take a pair of
scissors and remove any offending
material. There is plenty of material

to keep you covered, he
says, so removing mate-
rial from the chest and
the inside of the bow
arm offers insurance
against a bungled shot
without ruining the
effectiveness of the suit.
Still, I have found it best

to wear an arm guard (and even a
bicep gaiter) — even if a customer
doesn’t normally employ one
against string slap, to insure the
bow-arm sleeve remains under con-
trol. 

Rancho Safari’s Shaggie System
suits have proven most popular with
bowhunters because they are
designed by a bowhunter specifical-
ly for bowhunting. These are not
military or varmint-hunting suits
like so many out there; though
Gentellalli sells plenty of them to
military special-ops units. The arms
include quick-release, adjustable

compression straps to keep extra
material and sleeves under control
and away from the bow string.
Original Shaggie include scrapes of
cotton material, hemp rope and
burlap strips; Ultra-Light suits have
lighter mesh-material hanks in
addition to standard hemp rope and
burlap. Both options include an
industrial camouflage netting base
that allows cooling breezes through
but proves rugged enough that I
once packed the boned meat of a
deer inside the netting and slung it
over my shoulder. Many camouflage
options are available, including
camo schemes from Mossy Oak,
Realtree, Gentellalli’s own JeriFlage
(in woodland and desert) and
straight burlap/hemp for prairie
grass or marsh settings.

Jackets are offered in long (knee-
length) or short (waist-length) and
include full front zipper, Velcro tabs
and draw-string/barrel-lock waist

Camo Unlimited’s Jackal Ghillie Suits include a bug-
proof liner for comfortable bowhunting during early sea-
sons and scent-free, mildew-resistant material that is
also bowhunting quiet.

During author Patrick Meitin’s Osceola turkey hunt in Florida tempera-
tures and humidity levels soared while mosquitoes swarmed. Shannon
Outdoors’ Big Leaf Bug Buster Plus solved both problems, keeping him
cool and bite free.
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adjustment. Collared or attached-
hood versions are also available.
Pants or gaiters are chosen accord-
ing to the jacket option (long or
short). To complete the outfit sever-
al head-cover and hat options are
offered. Shaggie daypack, bow-limb
and fletching covers are also avail-
able. 

(Editor’s Note: Rancho Safari is
still getting reestablished after last
year’s brush fires destroyed the
operation. ArrowTrade was told the
company plans to be able to ship
product again by mid-September.)     

Camo Unlimited Jackal Ghillie
Suits offer a body cover system with
true foliage-like camouflage. The
Jackal suit is lightweight, built on a
comfortable, bug-proof liner with
100 percent waterproof/fire-resis-
tant materials. They include quiet,
rustle-free materials plus are treated
with rot and mold retardant for
years of hard use. The button-front
jackets include adjustable cuffs and
detachable hood, while the trousers
sport suspenders, draw-string waist
and adjustable ankles. They are
available in Woodland, Desert and
All-Terrain Digital camo schemes.

Bushrag Camouflage Systems
offer ultimate concealment through
classic ghillie-suit design. Several
options are available, but the Ultra-
Light Synthetic Ghillie and The Bow
Hunter are most apt to please seri-
ous bowhunting customers. The
Ultra-Light includes synthetic string
material to make it lighter and more
comfortable; a complete outfit is
just 3.5 pounds. The synthetic mate-
rial is scentless, hand-washable,
non-allergenic, and fire, water and
mildew resistant. These new suits
are available in either a long jacket
style or a jacket/pants combination,
both with ¾-inch netting shell that
allows wearers to insert natural veg-
etation to further enhance its cam-
ouflage properties. 

Bushrag’s The Bow Hunter, as
the name implies, is designed for
bowhunters. The bow arm and chest
areas are clear of camo material that
could interfere with the bow string
on release. This ghillie suit covers
from head to boot and comes with
two additional pounds of

jute/burlap and two applications of
fire retardant. 

Bug Protection
Early archery seasons in many

portions of the nation come with bit-
ing, stinging insects. Now there are
bugs, and there are bugs. A few
buzzing mosquitoes are easily kept at
bay with most standard, mesh-lined
3-D suits. But when bugs arrive in
swarms, and prove extremely persis-
tent, more protection is in order. The
products to follow were designed
with the latter in mind; suits to wear
during a northern spring bear hunt
over bait, during a Deep South turkey
hunt, or in any place where swampy
terrain introduces pesky insects to
the scene.

Underbrush (mentioned earlier)
also offers the Bugmaster 2-Piece
Suit. Like their standard 3-D camou-
flage options it includes cut leaf
strips sewn to a matching camou-
flage mesh base with elastic waist-
band pants and cuffs, patented Visor
Pro Head Cover, full-zippered jacket
front and convenient storage pock-
ets. To keep the worst kind of insects
at bay the suit includes a Bug
Blocking No-See-Um Mesh over the

entire suit and an adjustable face
screen built into the Visor Pro Head
Cover. Other options remain the
same. 

Shannon Outdoor’s Bug Tamer
products have proven world class at
keeping biting insects off of
bowhunters’ skin. An inner layer of
soft “fishnet” is sewn beneath a
lighter bug-barrier mesh so that even
if mosquitoes should land on the
outer material their proboscis can
not extend past the fishnet to pene-
trate skin. The fishnet also allows air
to circulate more freely in warm
weather. Newer DoubleGuard Bug
Tamer Plus has a specially-designed
no-see-um mesh. It’s more than
twice as strong and lightweight as the
original material but still allows
excellent ventilation. Newer inner
mesh material is now sewn from 50
percent lighter material, meaning
you stay more comfortable on the
hottest days. If that weren’t enough,
Bug Tamer Plus fabric also uses
Contain scent control technology to
fight human body odor for the life of
the garment. Jacket pockets are made
roomier than before and have been
moved forward for easier access. The
jacket hood has been redesigned and

While ghillie-style 3-D suits can appear cumbersome and even hot, they prove quite
airy and lightweight. Here Rancho Safari Shaggie inventor Jerry Gentellalli wears a
Shaggie suit while bowhunting wilderness elk.
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the face shield is dyed black at eye
level, dramatically improving vision
through the mesh under any lighting
conditions. 

Big Leaf Bug Buster Plus also
serves as a highly-effective 3-D cam-
ouflage. These are the biggest 3-D
camo leaves in the industry and are
individually stitched onto each suit’s
mesh shell. This makes Big Leaf Bug
Tamer Plus top-notch 3-D camou-
flage, but also a totally effective
deterrent against biting, stinging
insects, in an outfit that is so light
and comfortable that customers can
bowhunt successfully in a T-shirt and
shorts during the hottest early sea-
sons when swarming insects would
otherwise make being outdoors
impossible without stinky, game-
spooking repellents.

Rocky Outdoor Gear’s Buzz Off
Insect Shield Repellent Apparel is
the first and only insect-repellent
clothing to be registered with the
U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA). The active ingredient
– a synthetic permethrin that occurs
naturally in chrysanthemums – is
used in the patent-pending Buzz Off
Insect Shield process, binding the
active ingredient to the fabric fibers
of each garment so that its effects
lasts through 25 washings. The
repellent is odorless and colorless,
and doesn’t change the feel of the
garment. Buzz Off apparel repels
mosquitoes, ticks, ants, flies, chig-
gers and no-see-ums.  

Rocky’s hunter friendly and well
made Leafy Collection includes
Buzz Off Leafy jacket and pant that
not only provides its insect-repelling
protection, but 3-D camouflage
concealment. They include Pongee
leafy outer shell in a bomber-style
jacket and 6-pocket pant. The jacket
includes elasticized waist, full
length front zipper and two-way
cargo pocket. The six-pocket pant
includes two scoop pockets, two
side cargo pockets and two covered
rear pockets, hidden elastic waist
adjustments, comfort gusset and
ribbon-tie leg openings. They are
available in Mossy Oak Break-Up,
sized M through 3XL.

CONCLUSION
The animals we bowhunt are sub-

jected to an increasing amount of
hunting pressure each season.
Finding that out-of-the-way hotspot
that sees few hunters and leaves game
naive and vulnerable has become
more difficult. Bowhunting is simply
becoming more challenging all the
time, while at the same time most of
us have less time to do it. This leaves
modern bowhunters looking for any
product that promises to increase
their bowhunting success. A suit of 3-
D camouflage offers that edge. It
keeps bowhunters concealed from the
sharp eyesight of wary game, while it
more easily allows them to reach full
draw undetected. Bowhunters no
longer point and laugh when con-
fronted by the newest 3-D clothing
options. These hunting duds have
proven themselves and 3-D camo
clothing has entered the mainstream.
Choose features bowhunters will find
most useful in your area, stock it and it
will sell.

It was bowhunting predators that con-
vinced the author of this article that 3-D
camouflage was something extraordinary.
Nothing’s more wary than a coyote, and
camo enhanced by 3-D gives a decided
edge in bagging these crafty critters.

Manufacturer Directory
to 3-D Camouflage

ASAT Outdoors
(406) 563-9336
www.asatcamo.com

Camouflage Systems LLC/Bushrag
(310) 328-2112
www.bushrag.com

Camo Unlimited
(866) 448-2266
www.camounlimited.com

Mossy Oak Apparel Co.
(800) 331-5624
www.mossyoakapparel.com

Natural Gear
(800) 590-5590
www.naturalgear.com

Rancho Safari
(760) 789-2094
www.ranchosafari.com

Robinson Outdoor Products
(800) 397-1927
www.robinsonoutdoors.com

Rocky Shoes & Boots
(800) 848-9452
www.rockyboots.com

Shannon Outdoors
(800) 852-8058
www.shannonoutdoors.com

TrueTimber Outdoors
(866) 892-2266
www.TrueTimber.com

Underbrush by Shelter Pro LLC
(888) 376-2004
www.underbrushblinds.com

Whitewater Outdoors
(800) 666-2674
www.whitewateroutdoors.com
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